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Many of you have set goals for yourself in 2020. It’s a 

New Year, even a new decade and a good time for that 
New Year’s resolution. Becoming healthier this year is 
probably the most common goal for most American. With 
this in mind, people will be starting diets, exercise 
routines; they will try to stop smoking or drinking as much. 
Some of you may be planning major lifestyle changes that 
promise to improve and extend your life. I commend you 
for these goals and efforts; I am planning the same. 

However, I would like to shift your focus to another 
goal. I will call it the Portals of Prayer Challenge. Portals 
of Prayer is a daily devotional book published by the 
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod. It goes through a doctrinal 
review process, so you can be assured it is biblical faithful, 
Christ centered, and balances Law and Gospel. It does this 
all in one small index card sized page. There is also a 
suggest Bible reading and a Psalm for each day. Start to 
finish, this devotional takes about 5 minutes per day. I 
believe that if you take 5 minutes a day reading the Portals 
of Prayer devotion and the assigned Scripture reading, it 
will have a bigger impact on your 2020 than any other goal 
or discipline you have planned. 

In addition to the daily devotional readings, there are 
useful prayers in the back and a brief family devotional 
outline in the front. I am recommending Portals of Prayer 
because it is readily available through Trinity and has been 
around and proven valuable for many years. 2020 is the 
83rd year of is publication. I also recommend it because it 
is doable. Reading through the Bible in a year, for 
instance, is hard for people to do, if they are not in the 
habit of setting aside the time every day. One other reason 
for taking up the Portals of Prayer Challenge is, it is kind 
of what Missouri Synod Lutherans do. I have my daily 
routine of reading the Bible and other devotional material, 
but I also read Portals of Prayer, so that I am in tune with 
what many of my members are reading. 

Probably the most important reason for taking up this 
Challenge it that God promises to bless us through His 
Word. Romans 15:4 says, “For whatever was written in 
former days was written for our instruction, that through 
endurance and through the encouragement of the 
Scriptures we might have hope.” The Lord has given us 
another year. His Word can give us the assurance and hope 
we need to face the future of God’s grace. 


